
Environmental Commission / Sustainable Haddonfield 

Wednesday, April 27, 2022 (Borough Hall auditorium) 

Meeting Minutes 

 

 

ATTENDEES: Marc Woodworth, Carl Maugeri, Jamie Mullen, Lou Randazzo, Caroline Keefe, Bob 

Bergbauer, Sharon McCullough, Frank Troy 

 

1. Minutes of the March meeting were approved by voice vote. 

 

2. Sustainable Jersey Recertification – Sharon informed the group of our May 22 submission deadline 

was extended by SJ for a full year due to Covid impacts, but we are free to submit our work before 

that date. The group agreed that while still have a lot of work to complete, it would be beneficial to 

impose our own internal deadline of November 1, 2022. Sharon agreed to continue scheduling 

progress checks and advised everyone to pay close attention to changes in the eligibility timeframe 

for any of their assigned Actions given the new submission date. 

 

3. Plastic Ban – Jamie reported that we distributed 600 reusable bags to residents at our Earth Day 

joint HEC/PfH event at Kings Court on Friday, April 22. Perfect weather and the presence of one of 

our local business sponsors, Pedego, helped drive very good foot traffic for the event. Most of the 

public evidenced high awareness of the ban’s deadline and requirements. This was a successful 

collaboration with Michael Marciante and the PfH and Joana McDonnell did great work on media 

promotion for the event. 

 

4. Haddonfield Water Trails Association – Bob reported continued progress on our collaboration with 

the CHEB and Camden County Parks. Maggie McCann accepted our draft scope of work for the trail 

and watershed feasibility study she agreed to fund and asked her engineer to begin the RFP process. 

Maggie also agreed to allow us to clear a space for a “soft” kayak launch on the CH side of Evans 

Pond which will require volunteers from both towns. Frank suggested asking our local Boy Scout 

troop to help with the clearing and other work. 

 

5. NJ Public Lakes Grants Program – Bob mentioned that Gov. Murphy just announced a $10 million 

grant program which could benefit the HWTA project. Caroline agreed to research the program and 

report back at our next meeting. 

 

6. PSE&G Focus Groups – The group discussed the fact that our ability to participate in utility-funded 

ANJEC and SJ grant programs has been restricted for years because PSE&G did not participate and 

the borough is exclusively inside PSE&G’s service territory. SJ is attempting to change that and is 

holding a series of focus groups with towns served by PSE&G to identify ways the utility can support 

their energy efficiency and sustainability goals. Bob already registered for a focus group; Sharon and 

Frank also agreed to participate. 

 

7. Rain Barrel Program – Bob reported that our rain barrels were delivered to Public Works and 

generated some interest during our Saturday Earth Day event at Kings Court. The group discussed 



how best to promote and distribute them to residents. The group agreed to work with Joana 

McDonnell to produce a short promotional/training video for posting on social media and set up a 

dedicated email address where residents can place orders. 

 

8. Earth Day Debrief – The group discussed a number of takeaways from the Saturday event: 1) it was 

helpful to have Pedego and Crows Woods Gardeners there to stimulate interest; 2) Jamie’s recycling 

game got a lot of traction which shows the importance of featuring a family activity; 3) most 

attendees showed fairly high awareness of Earth Day and environmental issues so we may want to 

offer more educational activities at other borough events that might appeal to less knowledgeable 

individuals; 4) creating more of a “fair” atmosphere will be beneficial, as would collaborating with 

other clubs like the Newcomers group. 

 

9. Library Lecture Series – This item was deferred until our next meeting given Ed’s absence. 

 

10. Planning Board Update – This item was deferred until our next meeting given Ed’s absence. 

 

11. New Business – Sharon announced that we were awarded our first $10,000 grant from PSE&G to 

purchase and distribute motorized table-top composters, including bucket pickups by the borough. 

Caroline noted some recent resident complaints about the growing deer population and offered to 

do some analysis of root causes. Carl recommended “Natures Best Hope” by Douglas Tallamy, a 

University of Delaware professor, as a practical guide to backyard conservation and agreed to see if 

Ed can include Tallamy in the Library lecture series he’s developing for this fall. 


